
A one-woman show combating prejudice through
fantasy, the shocking twist of this transformative tale
must be seen to be believed

A young girl must survive in a cruel world. Falling between Berwick-upon-Tweed

and the German Black Forest during the period of the Great Famine, in this series

of magical misadventures, a once naive Isabelle grows into a new woman. A

show that poses the question of whether evil is only skin deep, Isabelle creates an

intimate atmosphere which will intensify audience experiences.

Seamlessly combining history and fairy tales, this experiment in non-naturalism

aims to challenge prejudice. Isabelle’s expectations defying story dives into the

deep end, as she takes her audience on a journey through good and evil, life and

death.

Those who judge a book by its cover may never dare to open it. Will you?

With original compositions from Valentino Moser, a London based musician,

this story envelopes audiences with the diverse soundscapes of Isabella’s world.

Writer, director and actor, Irene Possetto established herself in London in 2010.

A graduate of the London Drama School, her credits includes the British Premiere

of Daniele Falleri’s My son’s Husband and the English adaptation of Goldoni’s La

Locandiera. Her passion for history and fairy tales fuels her creative endeavours.
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ten word blurb
The story of a young girl who becomes a monster.

twenty word blurb
The story of a young girl who becomes a monster. Spine chillingly
suspenseful, asking whether evil is inborn or taught?

fringe programme 40-word blurb
The story of a young girl who becomes a monster. With spine chilling
suspense, this one woman show asks whether evil is inborn or taught? Those
who judge books by their cover never dare open them. Will you?

fringe web blurb
The story of a young girl who becomes a monster. As a child, Isabelle was
the epitome of innocence and naiveté. Though the road to survival is a grim
one. After many dire trials and tribulations foisted upon her by the Great
Famine, she is not the same. Who is she? Who was she? With spine chilling
suspense, this one woman show asks whether evil is inborn or taught? Those
who judge books by their cover never dare open them. Will you?
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A one-woman show combating prejudice through
fantasy, the shocking twist of this transformative tale
must be seen to be believed

A young girl must survive in a cruel world. Falling between Berwick-upon-Tweed
and the German Black Forest during the period of the Great Famine, in this series
of magical misadventures, a once naive Isabelle grows into a new woman. A
show that poses the question of whether evil is only skin deep, Isabelle creates an
intimate atmosphere which will intensify audience experiences.

Seamlessly combining history and fairy tales, this experiment in non-naturalism
aims to challenge prejudice. Isabelle’s expectations defying story dives into the
deep end, as she takes her audience on a journey through good and evil, life and
death.

Those who judge a book by its cover may never dare to open it. Will you?

With original compositions from Valentino Moser, a London based musician,
this story envelopes audiences with the diverse soundscapes of Isabella’s world.

Writer, director and actor, Irene Possetto established herself in London in 2010.
A graduate of the London Drama School, her credits includes the British Premiere
of Daniele Falleri’s My son’s Husband and the English adaptation of Goldoni’s La
Locandiera. Her passion for history and fairy tales fuels her creative endeavours.
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The play is set between.

It is half way between an historical and a fantasy play and it has a big
twist at the end. It is born from my passion for history and fairytales
and it’s an attempt to put together this two worlds, giving a real,
historical background to a fantasy character.
It is a one woman show written, directed, performed and produced
entirely by me. The only thing I didn’t do is the music which has been
written and performed by Valentino Moser, my boyfriend.

Irene Possetto is pleased to announce the world premiere of Isabelle.

A 45 minutes historical, fantasy monologue.
It’s the story of a young girl during the Period of the Great Famine
and her battle to survive.
At first an innocent and naive girl, she goes through many
misadventures that shape her and turn her into an unexpected
woman.
Who is she?

The play has the intention of breaking the certainty of prejudice.
Even where just evil appears on the surface there’s a story, a
struggle, choices, therefore opinions. The cover of the book can
never tell the whole story and the life of this country girl shows how
deep the water can be.

Irene Possetto is an Italian actress and script writer who established
herself in London in 2010.
She graduated from the London Drama School.Some of her credits
includes the British Premiere of Daniele Falleri’s “My son’s Husband
“and the English adaptation of Goldoni’s “La Locandiera”.
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Irene Possetto is pleased to announce the world premiere of Isabelle.

A 45 minutes historical, fantasy monologue.
It’s the story of a young girl during the Period of the Great Famine and her
battle to survive.
At first an innocent and naive girl, she goes through many misadventures that
shape her and turn her into an unexpected woman.
Who is she?

The play has the intention of breaking the certainty of prejudice.
Even where just evil appears on the surface there’s a story, a struggle, choices,
therefore opinions. The cover of the book can never tell the whole story and
the life of this country girl shows how deep the water can be.

Irene Possetto is an Italian actress and script writer who established herself in
London in 2010.
She graduated from the London Drama School.Some of her credits includes the
British Premiere of Daniele Falleri’s “My son’s Husband “and the English
adaptation of Goldoni’s “La Locandiera”.
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